OUTFITTED FOR THE
GREAT OUTDOORS

Available in lightweight single
and double axle floorplans
When it comes to RVing, storage is at a premium. Our King Kong sized pass through storage provides you with up to 67.5 cubic feet of storage. For more information and to take a virtual walk-through, visit www.heartlandrvs.com.

Our kitchens are equipped with Infinity edge countertops, stainless steel sink and top of the line appliances that even a master chef would appreciate.

The Azdel and aluminum components of our laminated sidewall weigh less than wood. This process adds strength and durability that others are sacrificing by using heavy and less durable materials.

TOP 5 EXTERIOR FEATURES
1. All new Super King Kong sized storage - (67.5 cu.ft. of pass-thru storage)
2. “S’more storage” A place to store your grill tools, skewers and “S’more”
3. Automotive grade painted aerodynamic front cap
4. MORryde Step Above® exterior steps
5. Glow in the dark graphics

TOP 5 INTERIOR FEATURES
1. All new master chef kitchen with new Infinity edge countertops and stainless undermount sink
2. Select-a-Style, reversible booth cushions – we pick the comfort, you pick the color
3. Comfort Select memory foam - King Memory foam and cooling gel infused mattress
4. Soft glow backlit fascia
5. Newly designed entertainment center with hidden storage

For more information and to take a virtual walk-through, visit www.heartlandrvs.com.

When it comes to RVing, storage is at a premium. Our King Kong sized pass through storage provides you with up to 67.5 cubic feet of storage.